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Abstract

An insensitive explosive material, ANTA, and some of its prototropic tautomers have 
been considered within the constraints of density functional theory at the levels of 
B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) and B3LYP/cc-PVTZ (partly). Various energetic, quantum 
chemical and spectral properties have been obtained and discussed. The NICS(0) values 
have been obtained and contemplated on them.

1. Introduction

Chemically 5-amino-3-nitro-1H-1,2,4-triazole (also named as 3-amino-5-nitro-1H-
1,2,4-triazole) has the abbreviated name, ANTA or ANT which is a very insensitive  
explosive molecule [1]. The material is very insensitive to impact and moderately so to 
thermal stimuli. Performance was found to be inferior to 1,3,5-triamino-2,4,6-
trinitrobenzene (TATB). Its synthesis was achieved decades ago by many researchers [2-
4]. The synthesis having high yield [3] made use of selective reduction of 3,5-dinitro-1H-
1,2,4-triazole (DNT), which was prepared from 3,5-diamino-1H-1.2,4-triazole and 
isolated as the ammonium salt (ADNT). Selective reduction of ADNT with hydrazine 
hydrate gave the hydrazinium salt of ANTA (HANTA), which was acidified in situ to 
consistently give greater than 90% yields of pure ANTA.

In addition to its potential use as an insensitive high explosive, ANTA has been 
shown to be a useful intermediate for the preparation of other explosives [2]. A 
computational study has been published on ANTA [5]. The effect of electric field on 
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ANTA has been reported recently [6].

In the present study, ANTA and some of its prototropic tautomers are considered 
within the restrictions of density functional theory (DFT).

2. Method of Calculations

The initial geometry optimizations of all the structures leading to energy minima 
were achieved by using MM2 method followed by semi-empirical PM3 self-consistent 
fields molecular orbital (SCF MO) method [7,8] at the restricted level [9]. Then, the 
structure optimizations have been achieved within the framework of Hartree-Fock (HF) 
and finally by using density functional theory (DFT) at the levels of and B3LYP/6-
31++G(d,p) and B3LYP/CC-PVTZ [10,11]. Note that the exchange term of B3LYP 
consists of hybrid Hartree-Fock and local spin density (LSD) exchange functions with 
Becke’s gradient correlation to LSD exchange [12]. The correlation term of B3LYP 
consists of the Vosko, Wilk, Nusair (VWN3) local correlation functional [13] and Lee, 
Yang, Parr (LYP) correlation correction functional [14]. The normal mode analysis for 
each structure yielded no imaginary frequencies for the 3N-6 vibrational degrees of 
freedom, where N is the number of atoms in the system. This indicates that the structure 
of each molecule corresponds to at least a local minimum on the potential energy surface. 
Furthermore, all the bond lengths were thoroughly searched in order to find out whether 
any bond cleavage occurred or not during the geometry optimization process. All these 
computations were performed by using SPARTAN 06 [15]. For the NICS calculations 
Gaussian 03 program was employed [16].

3. Results and Discussion

Instances in chemistry are known that substances which are isomeric under certain 
given conditions are tautomeric under more drastic conditions [17]. Although, ANTA has 
just three hydrogens, it has various sites for those hydrogens to undergo tautomeric 
transformations (cationotropic type, prototropic transformation). Figure 1 shows the 
optimized structures of 1,3 and 1,5-type proton tautomers of ANTA. The abbreviations, 
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1,3a and 1,3b or 1,5a and 1,5b stand for different forms 1,3 or 1,5-types of them. The 
figure also shows the direction of dipole moment vector of each specie. Some of these 
tautomers have 6π-electons in a cyclic conjugation and are expected to be aromatic (see 
the NICS section below).

Figure 1. Optimized structures of the present concern (B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p)).

In the IR spectrum of ANTA (B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p)), asymmetric and symmetrical 
NH2 stretchings occur at 3670 and 3569 cm-1, respectively. Whereas the N-H stretching 
happens at 3634 cm-1. The ring N-H stretchings of 1,3a appear at 3660 and 3663 cm-1. On 
the other hand, the imino hydrogen stretches at 3542 cm-1. The IR spectrum of 1,3b is 
similar in many respects to spectrum of ANTA. The asymmetric and symmetrical NH2 
stretchings occur at 3659 and 3559 cm-1, respectively. Whereas the ring N-H stretching 
occurs at 3628 cm-1. In the case of 1,5a tautomer stretchings occurring at 3694, 3637 and 
3584 cm-1 stand for the asymmetric NH2, the N-H stretching of the ring and symmetrical 
NH2 stretching, respectively. Tautomer 1,5b has the ring N-H stretchings at 3542 and 
3532 cm-1 whereas the imino N-H stretching occurs at 3501 cm-1. 

Tables 1 and 2 show some energies of the tautomers presently considered at the 
levels of B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) and B3LYP/cc-PVTZ level, respectively. In the tables, 
E, ZPE and EC stand for the total electronic energy, zero point vibrational energy and the 
corrected total electronic energy, respectively. At both levels of calculations the 
electronic stability order is 1,5a > ANTA > 1,5b > 1,3b > 1,3a. Note that 1,5a tautomer is 
much more stable than 1,5b at both level of calculations.
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Table 1. Some energies of the structures considered.

Structure E ZPE EC

ANTA -1318666.57 206.01 -1318460.56

1,3a -1318615.62 203.90 -1318411.72

1,3b -1318643.00 204.42 -1318438.58

1,5a -1318671.51 206.35 -1318465.16

1,5b -1318547.60 204.88 -1318342.72

Energies in kJ/mol. B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) level.

Table 2. Some energies of the structures considered.

Structure E ZPE EC

ANTA* -1318765.25 206.27 -1318558.98

1,3a* -1318716.69 204.21 -1318512.48

1,3b* -1318744.65 205.06 -1318539.59

1,5a* -1318771.85 207.02 -1318564.83

1,5b* -1318649.29 205.13 -1318444.16

Energies in kJ/mol. * B3LYP/cc-PVTZ level.

Table 3 shows some thermodynamic properties of the tautomers at the standard state. 
According to the data, all the structures have exothermic heat of formation (Hº) values 
and favorable Gibbs free energy of formation (Gº) values. The order of Gº values is 1,5a 
> ANTA > 1,3b > 1,3a > 1,5b. It is worth mentioning that 1,5a has much more favorable 
Gº value than 1,5b.

Table 3. Some thermodynamic properties of the structures considered.

Structure Hº Sº (J/molº) Gº 

ANTA -1318452.153 347.46 -1318555.748

1,3a -1318403.457 346.44 -1318506.751

1,3b -1318430.185 347.21 -1318533.707

1,5a -1318457.039 345.40 -1318560.02

1,5b -1318335.157 343.48 -1318437.568

Energies in kJ/mol. B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) level.
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Tautomer 1,5a has more favorable energy characteristics over ANTA because a five-
membered hydrogen bridge is possible in it (with NO2 group) as seen in the following 
scheme. Whereas in ANTA structure a hydrogen bridge between the NH2 group and ring 
hydrogen leads to a four-membered ring which is not a so favorable situation.
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Table 4 displays some properties of the tautomers of the present interest. In the table 
ANTA and 1,3b are noticeable with relatively higher dipole moment values but equal 
log P.

Figure 2 shows the electrostatic potential (ESP) maps of the tautomers considered 
which are based on the ESP charges. Note that the ESP charges are obtained by the 
program based on a numerical method that generate charges that reproduce the 
electrostatic potential field from the entire wavefunction [15]. As seen in the figure, the 
tautomerism in these structures not only changes the direction of the dipole moment 
vectors but also intensities of the positive and negative potential regions because in each 
case reshuffling of the σ- and π-electron distributions occur.

Table 4. Some properties of the tautomeric structures considered.

Structure Aqueous Energy Polarizability Log P Dipole moment 
(Debye)

ANTA -1318744.09 48.22 0.56 8.42

1,3a -1318668.60 48.58 0.84 3.73

1,3b -1318695.15 48.36 0.56 7.25

1,5a -1318726.54 48.47 0.56 3.91

1,5b -1318617.23 48.59 0.84 5.62

Energies in kJ/mol. B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) level.
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Figure 2. Electrostatic potential maps of the tautomers considered (B3LYP/6-
311++G(d,p) level).

Figure 3 displays some of the molecular orbital energy levels of the structures 
considered. ANTA , 1,3b and 1,5a differ only by the position of ring hydrogen. Whereas 
in the case of 1,3a and 1,5b-tautomers the amino substituent is involved in the proton 
transfer process.

Table 5 shows the HOMO, LUMO energies and ∆ε values of the tautomers 
considered. Note that ∆ε (interfrontier molecular orbital energy gap) is εLUMO-εHOMO. The 
HOMO energy order is ANTA < 1,3b < 1,5b < 1,5a < 1,3a whereas the energy order for 
LUMOs is 1,5b < 1,3a < 1,5a < 1,3b < ANTA. Consequently, ∆ε values fall in to the 
order of 1,3a < 1,5b < 1,5a < 1,3b < ANTA.

The narrowing of interfrontier molecular orbital (FMO) gap indicates that of the 
tautomers presently considered, ANTA should be least sensitive whereas 1,3a is the most 
sensitive ones to impact stimuli because ∆ε values are related to impact sensitivity in 
explosives [18,19]. Namely, as the FMO energy gap (Δε) becomes less and less the 
impact sensitivity increases more and more.

Figure 4 shows the time-dependent density functional UV-VIS spectra of the 
tautomers presently considered. ANTA and 1,3b spectra are similar to each other, both 
are confined to ultraviolet region having some small shift of λmax and intensity values. 
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The rest of the spectra have some bathochromic shift to visible region because they have 
all smaller interfrontier molecular orbital energy gap values than the respective values of 
ANTA and 1,3b-tautomer.

Figure 3. Some of the molecular orbital energy levels of the structures considered 
(B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p)).

Table 5. The HOMO, LUMO energies and ∆ε values of the tautomers 
considered.

Structure HOMO LUMO ∆ε

ANTA -722.18 -261.43 460.75

1,3a -660.50 -335.13 325.37

1,3b -717.42 -310.19 407.23

1,5a -684.54 -330.53 354.01

1,5b -701.50 -368.26 333.24

Energies in kJ/mol. B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) level.
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Figure 4. Time-dependent UV-VIS spectra of the tautomers (B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) 
level).

Figure 5 shows the local ionization potential maps of the structures considered. In a 
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local ionization potential map conventionally red regions on the density surface indicate 
areas from which electron removal is relatively easy, meaning that they are subject to 
electrophilic attack. On the other hand, regions having blue color represent areas where 
ionization is relatively difficult. Hence, in these structures electron removal is relatively 
easy from regions colored in yellow/yellowish.

Figure 5. The local ionization maps of the tautomers considered (B3LYP/6-
311++G(d,p)).

Figure 6. The LUMO maps of the tautomers considered (B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p)).
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Figure 6 shows the LUMO maps of the tautomers considered. A LUMO map 
displays the absolute value of the LUMO on the electron density surface. The blue color 
stands for the maximum value of the LUMO and the color red, the minimum value. 
Hence, a nucleophile attacks on the atom having the blue color. Hence, green regions in 
the present are relatively more susceptible to nucleophilic attack.

NICS

Aromaticity arises by a combination of various properties in cyclic delocalized 
systems. In the literature, generally aromaticity has been discussed in terms of energetic, 
structural and magnetic criteria. [20-25]. In 1996, Schleyer has introduced a simple but 
efficient probe for aromaticity that is “nucleus-independent chemical shift” (NICS) [26]. 
It is the computed value of the negative magnetic shielding at some selected point in 
space which is generally, at a ring or cage center. The calculated data piled in the 
literature through the years indicate that negative NICS values denote aromaticity (-11.5 
for benzene, -11.4 for naphthalene) whereas positive NICS values denote antiaromaticity 
(28.8 for cyclobutadiene) while small NICS values indicate non-aromaticity (-2.1 for 
cyclohexane, -1.1 for adamantane). NICS may be a useful indicator of aromaticity that 
usually correlates successfully with the other energetic, structural and magnetic criteria 
for aromaticity [27-30]. Resonance energies and magnetic susceptibilities measure the 
overall aromaticity of a polycycle, but do not provide any information about the 
individual rings. In contrast, NICS has been proved to be an effective probe for local 
aromaticity of individual rings of polycyclic systems.

Table 6 shows the NICS(0) values of the aromatic tautomers of ANTA. Those 
structures have cyclic conjugation of 6π-electrons whereas the other tautomers considered 
do not. According to the data displayed there the order of NICS values is ANTA > 1,5a > 
1,3b. Note that all of the aromatic tautomers have NO2 and NH2 groups which are 
electron withdrawal and electron donating groups, respectively. However, they are 
located such that in ANTA and 1,5a they cannot exert pull-push action (from NO2 to NH2 
groups) whereas in 1,3b they can. Thus, due to the pull-push action of these groups in 
1,3b-structure the cyclic 6π-electron conjugation is somewhat disturbed. Consequently, 
1,3b-structure possesses the lowest NICS value (in absolute value) among them. In 
ANTA and 1,5a structures, cyclic 6π-electron conjugation is just under the influence of 
less pronounced electronic effects originating from the π- and/or σ-skeletons.
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Table 6. NICS values of the aromatic tautomers.

Structure ANTA 1,3b 1,5a

NICS -11.2577 -9.4615 -10.8660

B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p)

4. Conclusion

The present density functional treatise has revealed that among the various 1,3 and 
1,5 tautomers originated from ANTA structure, 1,5a-tautomer in vacuum conditions is 
electronically more stable and at the standard state thermally more favorable than ANTA. 
However, NICS(0) values indicate that ANTA has more aromatic character than 1,5a 
tautomer. Moreover, the aqueous energy of ANTA is more stabilizing than 1,5a. On the 
other hand, the calculations predict that ANTA is less sensitive to impact stimulus than 
the other tautomers.
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